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Caffeine Facts! 
Caffeine is a drug that is naturally produced in the leaves and seeds of 
many plants. It's also produced artificially and added to certain foods. 
Caffeine is defined as a drug because it stimulates the central nervous 
system, causing increased alertness. It gives most people a temporary 
energy boost and elevates mood. Most of us receive caffeine from soft 
drinks, coffee, tea and energy drinks. (In addition to caffeine, these also 
can have added sugar and artificial flavors.) Caffeine is not stored in the 
body, but you may feel its effects for up to 6 hours. Caffeine is a bitter 
substance when found naturally, but it goes through a process to taste 
fine in the products we drink. It has many effects on the body's 
metabolism, including stimulating the central nervous system. This can 
make you more alert and give you a boost of energy. Many people feel 
that caffeine increases their mental alertness. Higher doses of caffeine 
can cause anxiety, dizziness, headaches, and the jitters. Caffeine can 
also interfere with normal sleep. Caffeine is also diuretic, meaning it 
causes a person to urinate (pee) more. It's not clear whether this causes 
dehydration or not. To be safe, it's probably a good idea to stay away 
from too much caffeine in hot weather and during long workouts! 
 
http://kidshealth.org/teen/drug_alcohol/drugs/caffeine.html# 

 

Whoa…Random! 

Every cigarette smoked cuts at least five 
minutes of life on average, which is roughly 
the time it takes to smoke one cigarette. 
Like fingerprints, everyone's tongue print 
is different 
Fingernails grow fastest on the hand you 
favor. 
 A toothbrush within 6 feet of a toilet can 
get airborne bacteria from flushing 
 Your ears secrete more earwax when you 
are afraid than when you aren't 
 Each nostril of a human being registers 
smell in a different way. Smells that are 
made from the right nostril are more 
pleasant than the left. 

Nom Nom Nom Bagels! (and 
other yummy breakfast foods!)  

Your mother was right: Breakfast really 
is the most important meal of the day. 
Not only does it give you energy to start 
a new day, but breakfast is linked to 
many health benefits, including weight 
control and improved performance. 
Studies show that eating a healthy 
breakfast (as opposed to the kind 
containing doughnuts) can help give 
you: 

• A more nutritionally complete 
diet, higher in nutrients, 
vitamins and minerals 

• Improved concentration and 
performance in the classroom  

• More strength and endurance to 
engage in physical activity 

• Lower cholesterol levels 

www.webmd.com 
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A Friendly Reminder   

Don’t forget to keep up on your homework! As the semester 
gets under way, the pile up of your homework and upcoming 
tests may seem a bit overwhelming. Remember that the ladies 
and gents of the success center (LOCATED IN UPPER UNION) are 
here to help you stay on track and make the grade you 
want! Attend study tables, hit up the writing center, or 
even just come as a quiet place to study. Cut the stress 
early and stay on top of your classes! 

If you are having any beginning of year, or first year anxieties, it is 
ok! If you want to come in and talk, call Counseling Services at 260-
982-5306.  
Being homesick is ok and normal! Try joining some of the clubs 
around campus and make friends who will last a lifetime! You can 
find information on the different clubs at www.manchester.edu 
under student activities! 

http://www.manchester.edu/

